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Mayor Khan needs to brush up
on his negotiation skills. 

Mere hours after he
announced TfL was on the verge
of running out of money, and
services may stop running if
additional funding wasn't
forthcoming, he managed to

secure... a package of less
money than is needed, with more
strings attached than a
marionette.

In exchange for the £1.6 billion
package, Khan has agreed to
return the Tube to 100% service
levels “as soon as possible”, and
to a long-term review of TfL's
finances, which the Tory
government will no doubt use to
demand cuts. 

Khan also agreed that
information on staff absences
will be sent directly to the
government - which can't mean
anything good for us. Khan has
also offered to increase fares by
1% above inflation, breaking an
election pledge. As part of the

deal, government officials will
now sit on the TfL board.

While many us of might query
what there is left to cut, after a
decade that has seen one cuts
programme follow another
(OSP... Fit for the Future...
Transformation...), the Tories will
be looking around for stuff to
slash or sell off in order to claw
back some over their grudgingly-
given dosh. 

We shouldn't let the inevitable
arguments about the difficult
circumstances and the need to
tighten our belts dissuade us
from fighting that for all we're
worth. 

Workers and passengers
should not pay for the crisis.

Funding comes with Tory strings

Stand firm against threatened cuts!

Workers and passengers must not pay for crisis

One cut in the Tories’ sights
was disabled people's
Freedom Passes.

Yes, in true Tory style, they
declared that they would
consider restricting the times at
which disabled people could
use their Freedom Passes to
travel. So disabled workers -
already paid on average
significantly less than non-
disabled workers - would have
to either pay to travel during the
peak or be late for work and
face the consequences.

Not surprisingly, this provoked
objections from disabled
people's organisations,
supported by disabled Tube
workers through our unions.

And within a week, TfL
management were issuing
reassurances that disabled
people's Freedom Passes would
not be restricted.

Instead, they have older
people's Freedom Passes in
their sights. Perhaps loud
objections will push them back
on this as well.

Backing down from attack on 
disabled passengers

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
TO REFUSE
UNSAFE WORK

IF YOU ARE GIVEN AN
INSTRUCTION THAT YOU
PERCEIVE WOULD PUT YOU OR
OTHERS AT SERIOUS AND
IMMINENT RISK, SAY NO!

ORGANISE WITH WORKMATES

TO REFUSE COLLECTIVELY. 

MORE:
workersliberty.
org/covid-action



CASHLESS SHOULDN’T
MEAN HEARTLESS
As many stations go cashless, some
LU managers have remarked how
good it is that there are fewer
homeless people around ticket halls.

Unless begging is disruptive or
passengers are at risk, it isn't our job to
tell them to shove off. 

And now in a time of crisis, it is
extremely crass to welcome some of
the most vulnerable struggling even
more.

ABSENCE CLAMPDOWN?
SICK!
The Covid-19 crisis has proved that
attending work when you are sick can
be deadly. 

Both management and the
government had to act quickly to reduce
the coercion of sick workers to attend
work: the government by allowing SSP
claims from day one of absence;
management by dropping LDIs and
paying full wages to people who are
isolated.

It is indefensible for our current,
punitive attendance policy to be
restored after the crisis, let alone for
an even harsher one to be introduced.

SHOULD STATIONS
REOPEN?
LU has now reopened seven of the 37
closed stations, with more possibly to
follow.

While reopening stations could relieve
congestion at other locations we are far
from convinced these reopenings make
sense. The principle should remain:
essential work only.

DRIVERS SENT HOME FOR
MAKING STAND ON SAFETY
Up to 30 drivers have been sent home
after raising safety concerns,
including concerns about not being
able to safely distance in staff mess
rooms due to the number of drivers on
duty.

Drivers were issued with a letter
stating that the work was safe, and
threatening to stop pay.

It is not for individual bosses to
unilaterally declare a particular task
safe, nor insist that we be satisfied with
a piece of paper saying it is. 
We are not "refusing to work"... we are
refusing unsafe work.

If the drivers’ pay is docked, we need
an all-grades, cross-union response.
Being fined for insisting on our safety is
not acceptable.

BEHIND THE MASK
After weeks of dithering on face
masks, LU has now said they’ll provide
them to anyone who wants one.

What’s changed? The company are
looking for mitigations against the risks
posed by a service ramp up due to the
government’s botched and reckless
lockdown easing.

In reality these “masks” are cloth face
coverings. Scientific opinion on their
usefulness varies. 

Some evidence suggests it’d be more
effective to implement the compulsory
wearing of face coverings for
passengers.

RADIOS AND KEYS
LU must provide all frontline staff with
their own set of radios and keys.

Forcing us to share equipment, as is
often the case on many stations, is a
health hazard in current conditions.

A LOAD OF GLAP
At some stations, the Gateline
Assistance Point (GLAP) can provide
additional protection.

But in locations where numbers and
space allow for staff to work from the
control room, there’s no need for CSAs
to be permanently stationed in a GLAP.

Where workers have challenged this
instruction, managers have backed
down.

WOT NO BACK PAY?!
LU has revealed it won’t be paying
back pay, already well over a year late,
to everyone who’s due it. 
Anyone who leaves (e.g., through
retirement, medical termination, etc.)
prior to the point of the new deal being
paid (so, in June or July) won't get any
back pay at all! A fine way to thank
people for their service! LU is using its
own tardiness on paying back pay to
save a few pounds and exclude people
from the pay deal.

Our unions must challenge this
outrageous penny pinching.

CLEANERS: A VIEW
FROM THE FRONTLINE

Cleaners have had to take on
additional tasks such as additional
cleaning of touch points and
surfaces with disinfectant solution,
and extra cleaning inside trains cars,
including the driver's cab. 

That's necessary work, but often we
have not received any additional
training, or information about the
chemicals we're using.

There is a big struggle around PPE.
Through our union, we've sourced
face shields and some additional
masks. We've distributed hundreds of
these to cleaners. This ought to
shame and embarrass the employer;
this is is something they should have
been providing. The face coverings
the employer has now provided don’t
seem adequate.

Government advice is not to use
public transport, but we're not offered
mileage payments or any support to
use alternative means of getting to
work. Unlike directly-employed TfL
workers, we don't get staff travel
passes. Mayor Khan has refused to
respond to RMT's request for him to
meet a delegation of cleaners.

Early on in the pandemic, the union
won an agreement that cleaners who
went off sick or self-isolated would be
paid in full – previously we'd only have
received SSP. But now that
agreement is being undermined by
ABM's refusal to top up pay of any
cleaner who is furloughed, meaning
they'll face a 20% pay cut. We're
discussing through our union how to
resist this attack.

Unions organising frontline workers,
and particularly cleaners, need to
coordinate our demands and
campaigning. It can be easy for the
struggles of outsourced workers to be
forgotten about. We cannot allow that
to happen. 

We are the frontline of confronting
the pandemic, we must be in the
front line of the struggle for
workers' rights.
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